Lockdown Activities Week 5
Flour shapes








Diy bubble wand
shooter






Pasta threading.






Shaving foam block
towers






Nature faces

A fun activity using a few simple household items
You will need a sieve, packet of flour and some paper/card and a
pair of scissors
Cut out different shapes together to make templates with the paper
or card carefully using scissors. For example a star.
Using the sieve dust some flour over the shape template
Lift away the template to reveal your pretty shapes.
To simplify this activity the children can have fun just filling the sieve
with flour and tapping the sides to sieve the flour.
Fun and simple activity that can be done inside or outside.
You will need plastic straws, a rubber band and bubble mixture.
Group a handful of straws together and tie with an elastic band
nearer to the bottom
Dip the straws in the bubble mixture, blow and away you go!
For this activity you will need large dry pasta (For example Rigatoni,
or the largest tubes you can find) paper straws, some playdough or
blu-tack and a bowl.
Stand as many as you like securely upright in some playdough or
blu-tack.
Place the dry pasta in the bowl next to the playdough and straws.
Have fun threading the pasta tubes over the straws, a great activity
for encouraging attention.

You will need a can of shaving foam, small building blocks, a
paintbrush, bowl and a tray or surface to build on.
Have fun working together to build towers, place some shaving in a
bowl, use the paintbrush to paint on the shaving foam in between
each block to stick it together.
A great all round activity which incorporates fine motor skills,
attention and sensory play.
Who can build the biggest tower? What else can you build with your
blocks?




Can you go for a winter walk outside, you may even find some
snow this week!
Have fun collecting different natural objects such as leaves,
acorns, sticks, pine cones, stones, grass, flowers to make a
funny face.
Send me in some photos I would love to see your designs!

